
 

CACHECOL 

                              OLD FASHION 
BY SÍLVIA SILVA 

MATERIAL 
#6 US/4mm needles 
1 skein sock yarn (fingering) solid color 100g per400m/437,4yds  
1 skein sock yarn (fingering) variegated/self striped color 100g per400m/437,4yds  
 

NOTES 

Use a cast on and a cast off technique that leaves a stretchy mesh or using 8US/5mm needles just for 

the cast on and cast of. Work alternating solid and striped color yarn sections. Begin and end with solid 

color sections. The section of solid color yarn has 34 rows and the one of variegated/striped color yarn 

has 42 rows. The scarf is knitted in garter with some rows of drop/river stitch in the solid color 

sections. The skewed effect is obtained by decreasing a stitch at the beginning and increasing a stitch 

at the end of all odd rows (right side). The rows not mention in the instruction are repeats from row 1 

and row 2. 

INSTRUÇÕES 

Cast on  91 sts (stitches).  

Solid section (with solid color yarn) =34 rows 

R 1 and every odd rows: Knit 2 st together, knit till 2 st left, knit same st twice through front and 

back loop. 

2ª carr: knit. 

10ª carr: knit 45, (knit 1, 1 yarn over) 5 times; (knit 1, 2 yarn overs) 40 times, knit 1. 

11ª carr: Knit all stitches dropping the yarn overs without knitting them and doing the decrease and 

increase at the beginning and at the end. 

20ª carr: knit 1, (knit 1, 2 yarn overs) 40 times; ( knit 1, 1 yarn over) 5 times; knit 1. 

21ª c arr: Like row 11. 

24ª carr: knit 40, (knit 1, 1 yarn over) 5 times; (knit 1, 2 yarn overs) 45 times, knit 1. 

 

Striped section (variegated or striped color yarn) =42 rows                                                                                  

R 1 and every odd rows: Knit 2 st together, knit till 2 st left, knit same st twice through front and 

back loop. 

2ª carr: knit. 

Cast off using a technique that leaves a stretchy mesh/stitch or using 8US/5mm needles. 
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